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Synergy Technology For Pools, Spas, And Fountains

Introducing StartUp-Tec®

The  New “PK 3-Day”  Pool StartUp Treatment

Background:  Over the last few decades, swimming pool builders, pool remodeling companies,
   and service startup personnel have relied on various startup methods and chemical
   sequestrant products to help control plaster dust (calcium carbonate), surface staining
   and mottling.  Among these existing methods, the startup person was responsible 
   for chemical addition, pH/alkalinity adjustment, and surface brushing.  The new 
   pool owner continued the brushing activity several times daily for the first week 
   or so before swimmers could begin to enjoy their new pool.

New Technology: StartUp-Tec's®  Surface Curing Treatment utilizes the  “PK 3-Day” Startup method. 
   This revolutionary new startup treatment process creates a cured pool surface with
   little or no plaster dust formation, mottling, and/or staining in just three days.  
   StartUp-Tec® also helps to create an smoother surface finish on even colored 
   plaster (grey, black, etc.), quartz,  exposed aggregate, and pebble type finishes.   

   StartUp-Tec’s®  “PK 3-Day” Method eliminates most surface brushing and damage 
   due to improper and/or inadequate brushing associated with many
   conventional startup methods.  This treatment process also reduces the 
   amount of acid needed during the startup process.  This results in less
   acid handling, added cost, and potential damage to all pool surfaces.  
   
   StartUp-Tec® provides total control and prevention of all metals and mineral 
   scales during the new pool startup or newly replastered pool startup,
   conventional sequestering agents provide limited protection.

   StartUp-Tec® significantly reduces the amount and accumulation of plaster
   dust throughout the new pool startup period,
   the conventional 28 day process often produced heavy plaster dust.  

   StartUp-Tec® significantly reduces the amount of surface brushing during startup,
   the conventional startup requires frequent brushing during the first 7 to 10 days or
   longer.

   StartUp-Tec® significantly reduces the amount of pH / alklinity adjustment during
   the startup period, the conventional method requires frequent adjustment and/or 
   acid washing.
   

New Approach: With StartUp-Tec’s® PK 3-Day Method, pool builders and startup personnel can 
   now startup a new pool significantly faster, easier, and virtually trouble-free.  
   This revolutionary new product and method can save significant cost and time 
   compared to conventional or improper new pool startups.   

StartUp-Tec
Advantages:
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